
KICK OFF MEETING
DC Special Education Improvement Cohort



Welcome
Grab some breakfast and complete the survey 
https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/292CBSV.

https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/292CBSV


Just Like Me

• “I serve students at EL Hayes”
• Share your name and role (pass to 

the left) 
• “I serve students at Apple Tree”
• Share your name and role (pass to 

the left) 
• “I serve students at DC International”
• Share your name and role (pass to 

the left) 
• “I serve the nations students through 

work with The Ability Challenge”
• Share your name and role (pass to 

the left) 

Take one step 
forward if the 
statement applies 
to you. More 

Statements



What will we learn today?



AGENDA

1. Who is in the Room?
2. What will we learn today?
3. What is improvement?
4. What are we trying to 

accomplish?
5. Lunch
6. How will we know a change is 

an improvement?
7. What change can we make 

that will result in improvement?
8. How do we begin?
9. Next Steps



Today’s 
Focus

We will prepare your team to: 
• Examine your collaboration 
practice in service to 
student need; and
• Explore ways to improve 
your practice. 



Housekeeping

Day designed to:
• Be interactive and fun
• Able to turnkey (materials, video)
• Provide work time and breaks

Items on your table:

Things to be aware of:
• Blank notes sheets provided in handouts
• Take care of your needs

• Bathroom located outside room on left
• Food and snacks provided 

• Video—sign in sheet is also a consent form
• Opportunities to earn prizes
• Pull out ABC Kickoff Graphic Organizer

• Folder • Fidgets • Swag



Brainstorm 

Pink Post-its: (3 minutes)
• What are the qualities of effective 

collaboration? (use pre-work 
reflection responses)
• Reflect on a successful 

collaborative effort, what made it 
successful?

Blue Post-its: (3 minutes)
• What are some of the challenges 

to effective collaboration?
• Reflect on a challenging attempt 

at collaborating on behalf of a 
student.  What made it 
challenging?

Write one idea per 
post-it. Place in your 

post-it parking lot.



Background on 
The Ability Challenge (ABC) 



The Ability Challenge’s Story

Information 
Gathering Mission

Over 100 
conversations

National 
survey

Several 
convenings 

facebook
group

Experience of 
common 

challenges 
across settings

Too much 
paperwork/ 
compliance

No normed 
concept of 
"success"

Lack of 
tools and 
resources

ABC seeks to transform 
how schools serve 

students with diverse 
learning needs by 

building a reliable and 
trusted framework, 

metrics, and tools to 
support meaningful and 

personalized school 
improvement.

Founded in 2018



Our Theory of Change

MAXIMIZE 
STUDENT 
IMPACT

Understanding Behaviors

Bias toward Action Bolster Mindsets

Default to Data



Situating the Pilot in our Mission

Vision
Schoolwide systems, 

process, and 
programming are 

equitable, effective, 
and aligned to meet 

the needs of a 
neurodiverse student 

community.

Mission
Transform how 

schools serve students 
with diverse learning 
needs by building a 
reliable and trusted 
framework, metrics, 
and tools to support 

meaningful and 
personalized school 

improvement.

Key Driver
Collaboration is a 

high-leverage 
behavior that 

connects school 
systems with student 

outcomes.

Pilot Focus
Improve the quality of 

collaboration to 
better meet the 
needs of diverse 

learners 

Maximize student 
impact



The Pilot



Pilot Learning Questions

#1: What kind of tools help schools make data-driven 
decisions to facilitate special education 
improvement?  



Pilot Components
• Cohort common aim;  individual school goalsGoal Setting

• Driven by interest; opportunities to share across schoolsCohort
• Regular team reflection and adjustments to 

improvement process
School Improvement 

Teams (SIT) 

• Focus on moments of exchange about student-
centered topicsCollaboration

• Frequent collection of touchpoints; visualizations to ease 
analysisData Gathering



Testing PeriodPlanning/ Goal 
Setting

Kick Off Meeting

Pilot Process

Focus 
Area

Focus 
Goal 

Change 
Ideas

Baseline

SIT Team

Wrap Up 
Meeting

Refine 
Plan Reflect

Goal Setting
Cohort

School Improvement Teams
Collaboration

Data Gathering

Monthly Meetings

Focus 
Area

Focus 
Goal 

Change 
IdeasSIT Team Refine 

Plan Reflect
Monthly Meetings

Focus 
Area

Focus 
Goal 

Change 
IdeasSIT Team Refine 

Plan Reflect
Monthly Meetings



Roles and Responsibilities

SIT Team 
Core

Team leader, 
manager, data point

Collect feedback 
from other members

Conduct SIT meetings 
and plan changes

Liaise with ABC

SIT Team 
Expanded

Core team and 
practitioners

Implement changes

Use The Hopper daily

ABC

Leads cohort-wide 
activities

Provides observation 
and feedback of SIT 

meetings

Troubleshoots and 
provides support for 

The Hopper

Faculty

Serves in advisory 
capacity to ABC

Supports schools 
through expert 

mentorship

Available for 
additional capacity 
building, as needed



Turn and Talk

What excites/ intrigues you?
What do you hope to get out of this experience?

What wonderings do you have?



Empty Chair

1. Read (and Mark Up) the 
Diverse Learner Profile (5 mins) 

• Check mark = question you can answer 
• Question Mark = curious / learn more
• Star = a question you will prioritize 

2. Complete the Diverse Learner 
Reflection (5 mins)

3. Share with a shoulder partner 
(3 mins; 1.5 mins per share) 

Reflect on an diverse 
learner whose success 
you’re personally invested 
in. Imagine them in this 
chair. Remember this learner 

today



Break



What is improvement?



October Sky
• Based on a true story set in 

1957, Coalwood, West 
Virginia. 
• Homer wants a different life 

for himself. His father wants 
him to follow in his footsteps 
into the mine.
• Inspired by Sputnik, Homer 

and three friends decide to 
build a rocket for the 
science fair.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cP_OM5VVcSo

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cP_OM5VVcSo


What was happening in this clip?



The Model for 
Improvement

A simple, powerful tool for 
accelerating improvement. 

Act Plan

Study Do

What are we trying to 
accomplish?

How will we know that a 
change is an improvement?

What change can we make 
that will result in improvement?



Part One: 
Three 

Fundamental 
Questions for 

Improvement

1. What are we trying to accomplish?  
AIMS

2. How will we know that a change is an 
improvement? 

MEASURES

3. What changes can we make that will 
result in improvement?

IDEAS



Part Two:
PDSA Cycles

Act Plan

Study Do

What are we trying to 
accomplish?

How will we know that a 
change is an improvement?

What change can we make 
that will result in improvement?

PLAN – Define the objective, questions, 
and prediction. Plan data collection to 
answer questions.

DO - Carry out the plan. Collect the 
data. 

STUDY – Complete analysis of the data 
and compare to prediction. 

ACT – Plan the next cycle based on 
learnings. 



Testing 
Change 
through 

PDSAs

Improvement teams turn ideas into action using small 
tests of change to rapidly test and implement 
improvements in real settings. The process involves four 
steps:

• PLAN Figure out the questions you want to answer, 
plan a way to answer the questions, and predict 
results

• DO “Just do it” (i.e. do the plan)
• STUDY What did you learn?
• ACT What will you do with the knowledge you 

learned?

What do you want to do next? 
Abandon, Adapt or Adopt



Meet Mr. Potato Head, “Sam”

Copyright	2014	DMWAustin LLC
Williams,	DM.	Mr.	Potato	Head	Plan,	Do,	Study,	Act	

(PDSA)	Exercise.	Austin,	TX:	DMWAustin,	LLC.	2014.



By the end of this session, we will assemble Sam correctly – exactly as pictured in 
the photo – in 10 seconds or less with a precision score of 3. We will use iterative 
testing (plan, do, study and act) to identify implementation strategies. 

Using the Model

Aim

3 - All pieces are on Sam and are 
positioned correctly (as shown in the 
picture)

2 – All pieces are on Sam, but one or 
more is out of place or out of position

1 – One or more pieces are not on Sam

Precision: Time:

Start: When the time taker calls start time.

End: When the last piece is positioned in
place and you have taken your hands off of
Mr. Potato Head.

Measures



Assign roles at your table

• You will need:
• Head Teacher to put Sam together based on 

groups predictions and theories
• Timekeeper to report the time to complete 

assembly
• Recorder to write your team’s theories and 

predictions, and to document time and score
• Inspector to determine the precision score
• The entire team to innovate and test changes 

to improve time and precision



Establishing 
our Baseline
• Our gracious volunteer is going to come 

up and help us establish our baseline 
data for this improvement initiative.

• We will start the clock when the volunteer 
starts… stop clock when hands are off 
Sam

• Timekeeper will record time; 
• Inspector will rank precision; 
• Recorder will put data points on charts



PDSA # Theory being
tested Prediction
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PDSA Cycle #Precision
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1

Baseline 1 2 3 4 5
PDSA Cycle #

Precision Scoring:

3 - All pieces are on Sam and are positioned correctly (as shown in the 

picture)

2 – All pieces are on Sam, but one or more is out of place or out of position

1 – One or more pieces are not on Sam



Now it’s 
your turn!



What did we learn from 
playing with Sam?



Source: Langley	et	al. The	Improvement	Guide.

Measures:
• Time in seconds
• Precision score (1 – 3)

Aim:
By the end of this session, we will assemble Sam 
correctly – exactly as pictured in the photo – in 10 
seconds or less with a precision score of 3.

Ideas:
What changes did you test?

What did you learn? 
What do you want to do next?

Act Plan

Study Do

What are we trying to 
accomplish?

How will we know that a change is 
an improvement?

What change can we make that will 
result in improvement?

For 
Example



Source: Langley	et	al. The	Improvement	Guide.

Measures:
• Improvement Score
• SIT Data

Cohort Aim:
Improve the quality of targeted collaboration by 10% by 
March 2020.

Ideas:
What changes do YOU think your team can make to 
improve the quality of daily interactions?

What did you learn? 
What do you want to do next?

Act Plan

Study Do

What are we trying to 
accomplish?

How will we know that a change is 
an improvement?

What change can we make that will 
result in improvement?

Big Picture
***
ABC

Challenge



Source: Langley	et	al. The	Improvement	Guide.

Measures:
SIT Data collected in The Hopper

Ideas:
What changes do YOU think your team can make to meet 
this goal?

What did you learn? 
What do you want to do next?

Act Plan

Study Do

What are we trying to 
accomplish?

How will we know that a change is 
an improvement?

What change can we make that will 
result in improvement?

School Goal:
Increase the number of interactions with clear action steps 
identified by x%.

School 
Goals



“Where there is freedom to experiment 

there is hope to improve.” 

- Arthur Quiller-Couch



Pilot Aim: What are we 
trying to accomplish?



Members of the DC Special 
Education Improvement Cohort will 
increase the quality of their targeted 
collaboration by 10% by March 2020.

Our Aim



What is “targeted collaboration”?
Outcomes-oriented collaboration specifically focused on 
understanding and meeting the needs of diverse learners 



2+ I M P A C T
Multiple 

Perspectives/ 

Noticing

Intentionality/ 

Preparation 

Manageable 

goals and 

objectives

Positivity/ 

Optimism

Adequate 

resources and 

conditions for 

success

Common 

Language and 

Understanding 

Trust and 

Respect

Engaging in targeted collaboration…

…diverse learners 

Research shows:



Shared 
Meaning

Gallery Walk Instructions: (3 minutes)
• Collect all post-its from parking lot.

• Place your post-its under the element of targeted 
collaboration to which it applies 

Task: Simplify your assigned element into a definition 
that we can share. (10 minutes)

• Read the 1-pager for your assigned element
• Create a one-sentence definition on chart paper
• List 3-5 observable examples of what your element 

looks like in action in bullet form under the definition

Present: Present the simplified definition to the cohort
(2 minutes/presentation)

Anything to add/amend?

Let’s norm.



School Goal: What are we 
trying to accomplish?



Innovation 
Project

ABC AIM

School Goal

Members of the DC Special Education 
Improvement Cohort will increase the 
quality of their targeted collaboration by 
10% by March 2020.

Apple Tree: Itinerant Consultation Model
EL Haynes: All Means All
DC International: Building Successful 
Students Program 

What goal does your team have? How 
might you improve targeted collaboration in 
a way that supports diverse learners?



How might we change the way we collaborate 
to better meet the needs of diverse learners?

Think about the student you wrote about this morning.



Cohort Aim: Members of the DC 
Special Education Improvement 
Cohort will increase the quality 
of their targeted collaboration 
by 10% by March 2020.Task: 

• As a SIT, brainstorm school goals that seeks to improve the 
following: 
q Include multiple elements of targeted collaboration 

(SEE 2+ IMPACT)
q Have collaboration efforts result in clear action steps
q Invest in understanding student needs (and assets)

• Use yellow post-its.  

Brainstorm School Goals



Lunch



Recapping the Morning 



How do we know that a 
change is an 
improvement?



The Hopper
• ABC’s collaboration tracking 

application
• Purpose of the tool
• SIT collects information about 

targeted collaboration and uses data 
to make decisions that guide systems 
improvement



Three Components
• Log Interaction: Logging your targeted 
collaboration will enable you to reflect on your 
practice.

• Log Reflection: Reflecting on targeted 
collaboration from week-to-week provides your 
team with insight into systemic trends and changes.

• View Data: Visualizations show progress toward 
improvement goals, both SIT and individual 
measures  



The Hopper 



Log 
Interaction

Task: 
• Review the Scenario
• Complete the ”Log Interaction” 

part of the worksheet with a 
partner 

Debrief:
• What constitutes an “interaction”?
• How do you know if an element 

was present?
• How do you know if there are clear 

next steps?



Log 
Reflection

Task: 
• Think about your own practice 

over the past week
• Complete the ”Log Reflection” 

worksheet independently
Group Discussion: 
• What question do you think will be 

most helpful in your practice?  
Why?

• What question do you think will be 
most challenging to answer?  
Why?

• What outstanding questions do you 
have?

Be prepared to share 
out to the rest of the 
group.



Let’s try it



Improvement Score
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Individual Data
Your week (vs. prior):

Total Number >5 Elements Present Clear Next Steps Better Understand 
Needs 

10 ���� 1 ���� 5 ���� 6 � ���

Child Study Team
11%

Co-planning time
22%

Email
22%

General meeting
16%

Hallway 
conversation

14%

IEP meeting
4%

Other
7%

Text
4%

% of Interactions, by Type



SIT Data
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Quick Tips for using The Hopper

Good Data In                Good Data Out    

1. Logging interactions is completed __________________.  
2. Logging reflections is completed ___________________. 
3. The ____________________ is designed to present a high 

level snapshot of quality of collaboration over time.
4. _______________ shows each user how they spend their 

time working with others.
5. __________________ can be used to plan your team’s 

changes and assess progress to your school goal.

DAILY

WEEKLY
IMPROVEMENT SCORE 

INDIVIDUAL DATA 

SIT DATA 



What change can we 
make that will result in 
improvement?



What is your team’s 
prioritized goal?



Brainstorm Change Ideas



COHORT AIM Over the course of the 4-month pilot, SITs will improve the average 
quality of daily interactions by 10%.

School goal The team will increase the number of interactions/ meetings completed 
with clear action steps assigned.

Change to Test Prediction
Circulate a meeting goal prior to the meeting. If we have a clear goal at the beginning of the 

meeting, our meeting will have better results.
Use an agenda that includes 5 minutes at the end to 
document next steps and action items.

If we use a document that guides us to indicate 
next steps and action items, we are more likely to 
do this.

Begin each meeting with a student strengths exercise 
or quick acknowledgment.

If we focus on the students in a positive way at the 
beginning of each interaction or meeting, we are 
more likely to be motivated to get into action.





Break



Plan your 
cycle…

PLAN

• What is the change you are testing?

• What do you predict will happen?

• What is the plan for this test?  (Who is doing the 
test? When will you do the testing? Where will the 
testing happen? What do you need to do to be 
ready for the test and who is responsible?)

• How will you know if the test is successful or not? 
What data needs to be collected? What is the 
plan for collecting the data? (Who will collect? 
When? How?)



PDSA Cycle

Goal:

Change Idea:

Date Begun: Date Completed:

Plan: What is the change you are testing?

What do you predict will happen?

What is the plan for this test?  (Who is doing the test? When will you do the testing? Where will the testing happen? What 
do you need to do to be ready for the test and who is responsible?)

How will you know if the test is successful or not? What data needs to be collected? What is the plan for collecting the 
data? (Who will collect? When? How?)

Do: What happened during this test?  What observations did you make? 

Were there any problems?  

Were there any new ideas?

Study: What were the results of the test, and how did they compare with your prediction?

Act: Based on what your learned, what will you do next with this change idea?

� Adapt the test and try again
� Adopt the change and implement as a new practice
� Abandon this idea and try something new

Act Plan

Study Do

What are we trying to 
accomplish?

How will we know that a change is 
an improvement?

What change can we make that will 
result in improvement?





Create a 
Plan

Task: 
• Fill out a change ideas and 

predictions for the chosen goal.
• Choose 1 Change to Test and 

complete the PLAN section of the 
graphic organizer.
• Be prepared to share what you 

will be testing at the end of this 
session.



Team Share 

Role 1: When presenting be sure to share…
qChange idea being tested
qOne anticipated barrier you could use 

support thinking through

Role 2: While peer groups present, listen 
actively and prepare to…

Test your plan with 
your cohort peers.

Actions Words
Identify areas of strength One strength of your plan 

is…”
Identify (potential) for 
growth

“I’d like to understand…” 
“I wonder…”

Share (potential) ideas, 
responses, or modifications 

What if….?”



Where do we begin?



Cohort Timeline

January

Kick-off Meeting

Collect baseline data

Prepare for first change

Student data report #1

September 

SIT meeting

Continue testing changes

Data collection

November

SIT meeting

Continue testing changes

Data collection

Student data report #3

February

First SIT meeting (ABC attends)

First change tested

Data collection

October December
SIT meeting

Continue testing changes

Data collection

Student data report #2

Mid cohort meeting
SIT meeting

Continue testing changes

Data collection

Wrap up cohort 
meeting

March



Outline 
Logistics 

Task: 
Complete and submit the 
“SIT Plan Hand-in” worksheet



What is next?



Commitment 
to Your 

Diverse Learner

• Use the envelope prompt 
provided in your folder
• Reflect on the day and your 

teams' goal 
•Write a quick note to your 

diverse learner about your 
commitment to learn and 
improve in the pilot ahead!




